Abstract. In this paper we study the existence and uniqueness of limit cycles for socalled quadratic systems with a symmetrical solution:
Introduction
We will study the existence and uniqueness of limit cycles for so-called quadratic systems with a symmetrical solution: dx(t) dt = P 2 (x, y) ≡ a 00 + a 10 x + a 01 y + a 20 x 2 + a 11 xy + a 02 y where (x, y) ∈ R 2 , t ∈ R, a ij , b ij ∈ R, i.e. a real planar system of autonomous ordinary differential equations with linear and quadratic terms in the two independent variables. For notational purposes we will write system (1.1) in the following form: By a solution symmetrical with respect to a line we mean that the image of the curve after reflection in this line is a solution curve of the system as well.
After an affine transformation of the variables we may assume that the line of symmetry is at the x-axis y = 0. A solution is symmetrical with respect to this line when for a solution curve (x(t), y(t)) the reflected curve (x(t), −y(t)) is a solution as well or when the reflected curve with reversed time traversal is a solution (x(−t), −y(−t)). These two distinct types are covered by writing the system of differential equations without explicit time-parametrization: dy dx = B 0 (x) + b 02 y 2 + B 1 (x)y A 0 (x) + a 02 y 2 + A 1 (x)y (1.3) In this notation a solution is symmetrical if it has the form y 2 = φ(x), defined for x-values where φ(x) ≥ 0. In principle there could be solutions which are symmetrical with respect to a line, where there more than two y-values for a given x. These cases will automatically be included in our study of the restricted form y 2 = φ(x) if we just take one branch of this multivalued function and ignore possible other symmetrical branches. The results of the next sections will show that the multivalued case cannot occur because of the specific structure that the symmetrical solutions necessarily have. The paper is organized as follows. First in the next section the possible forms for the symmetrical solutions of (1.1) are derived, basically stating that either all solutions are symmetrical or there is exactly one symmetrical solution which is necessarily an algebraic curve of degree at most 3. In the last sections it is shown that such systems can have at most one limit cycle by using a transformation to a Liénard system and by applying a well-known uniqueness theorem.
Quadratic systems with a symmetrical solution
We provide the main result about the structure of systems (1.2) with a symmetrical solution in two steps. The first step uses a simple argument to show that if (1.1) has an isolated symmetrical solution then it is necessarily algebraic of degree at most 4. The second nontrivial step consists of showing that if a symmetrical algebraic curve of degree 4 exists, then all solutions are symmetrical. It follows that isolated symmetrical solutions are algebraic and of degree at most 3. A simple example shows that this case can occur proving the sharp upper bound on the degree of the algebraic curve.
First estimates on the structure of possible symmetrical solutions
This section provides a estimate of the types of symmetrical solutions in a quadratic system. Similar results were communicated to us by [16] .
A simple observation on the properties of a symmetrical solution will lead to a necessary but not sufficient restriction on the types of symmetrical solutions to a quadratic system. Definition 2.1. An algebraic curve of order n is the set of points (x, y) satisfying the equation:
where c ij ∈ R and at least one c ij = 0, i + j = n.
With this definition we can formulate the following lemma. Proof. For notational purposes we denote the two symmetrical branches of the solution by
Since each branch satisfies (1.3), we get two equations:
Adding the two equations leads to the following identity:
This equation represents an algebraic curve of degree 4 unless all terms vanish identically. Therefore to conclude the proof we need to show that if (2.3) vanishes identically, then all solutions to (1.3) are symmetrical. The conditions under which all coefficients vanish are:
We list all possible solution combinations satisfying these 3 conditions:
In these 6 cases all solutions are symmetrical with respect to the line y = 0, concluding the proof of the lemma:
which is a degenerate system for which all solutions are symmetrical with respect to y = 0.
which is a quadratic system for which all solutions are symmetrical with respect to y = 0. To this important class belongs the so-called reversible center case [26] .
which is a quadratic system for which all solutions are symmetrical with respect to y = 0, taking a time-reversal into account.
which is a degenerate system for which all solutions are vertical lines in the phase plane, i.e. x = constant, and therefore symmetrical with respect to y = 0.
which is a degenerate quadratic system for which all solutions are symmetrical with respect to y = 0.
Remark 2.3.
It is trivial to see that in the particular cases of quadratic systems where all solutions are symmetrical, no limit cycles can occur. For the existence of limit cycles, we therefore only need to consider the case where the symmetrical solution is isolated and according to the lemma is of a degree at most 4. The next section will show that the strict upper bound on this algebraic curve is 3, i.e. isolated symmetrical algebraic solutions of degree 4 cannot occur in quadratic systems.
A sharp upper bound on the symmetrical algebraic solution
The previous section showed that if (1.3) has an isolated symmetrical solution, then it is an algebraic curve of at most 4 th degree. This section improves the result to the strict upper bound of degree 3. First we introduce some other useful necessary conditions for a solution to be symmetrical with respect to a line.
An additional condition can be imposed on the structure by subtraction of the two differential equations in (2.2). This leads to the following expressions for the derivative of the function u(x):
Taking the derivative of the first condition (2.3) with respect to x using the derivative expression (2.4) we get a second necessary condition on the structure of a symmetrical solution:
A straightforward elimination of the u 4 (x) term from conditions (2.3) and (2.5) leads to:
where
Using this expression in condition (2.3) leads to an expression which necessarily needs to be satisfied by the coefficients of system (1.1) in order to have a symmetrical solution:
The crucial point is that the coefficient C 0 is a constant. First we assume that C 0 = 0 and consider in (2.7) three possibilities for the polynomial W 2 (x):
is quadratic, then W 1 (x) vanishes for each of the 2 (possibly complex) zeros of W 2 (x), i.e. W 1 (x) and W 2 (x) have a common quadratic factor. This means that the symmetrical solution given in (2.6) is an algebraic curve of at most degree 2, because the righthand-side is a (at most) quadratic polynomial in x.
Case (ii)
If W 2 (x) is linear, then a similar reasoning shows that W 1 (x) has a linear factor in common with W 2 (x). Then (2.6) implies that the symmetrical solution is an algebraic curve of at most degree 3.
Case (iii)
Suppose that W 2 (x) is a constant. W 1 (x) can be at most quartic in x. However, a straightforward substitution of a solution of the type
into the quadratic system (1.1) shows that a 02 has to be 0 which contradicts our assumption for this case. Intuitively this is logical since the faster than linear growth in x of the solution for large x implies that a singularity needs to exist at the end of the y-axis, i.e. a 02 = 0.
Finally we need to consider the case C 0 = 0. Either a 02 = 0 or b 02 = 0. First suppose that b 02 = 0. In that case expression (2.4) becomes:
which in integral form becomes:
Since we have already established that this equation should represent an algebraic curve, the right-hand side should be a rational function of x. The two polynomial functions in the integrand are B 0 (x) and A 1 (x), respectively of degree at most 2 and 1. If A 1 (x) is constant then the integral becomes a polynomial of degree at most 3. If it is not a constant then the integral can only become a rational polynomial function in x if B 0 (x) and A 1 (x) have a common linear factor, implying that the integral becomes a quadratic polynomial. In both cases the algebraic solution is of degree at most 3 as we needed to establish. Now suppose that a 02 = 0. Under the simplifying assumption of the lemma, the conditions as derived in the proof of Lemma 2.2 become:
Differentiation of (2.8) with respect to x leads to an expression for the coefficients of the equation which we rearranged appropriately:
Since C 1 (x) has a degree higher in x than C 1 (x), it follows that C 1 (x) has a factor in common with A 0 (x)B 0 (x). The numerator and denominator in the expression
have degrees at most 4 and 2 respectively. Since they have a factor in common, it follows that the whole expression represents an algebraic curve of at most order 3 which concludes the proof for the case a 02 = 0.
The previous discussion showed that the actual degree of the symmetrical algebraic curve is at most 3, improving the result of Lemma 2.2. Theorem 2.4. If a quadratic system (1.1) contains a solution y 2 = φ(x), then either all solutions are symmetrical (and not necessarily algebraic) with respect to the line y = 0 or the solution lies in a component of an algebraic curve of degree at most 3.
Remark 2.5. In the next section an example will be given of a quadratic system with an isolated symmetrical cubic solution showing that the bound in the theorem is strict.
Uniqueness of limit cycles

Limit cycles in quadratic systems with algebraic invariants
The relationship between invariant algebraic curves and the existence of limit cycles has been studied extensively in the literature (see [26] ). The study of limit cycles is related to the second part of 16th Hilbert problem which asks for upper bounds on the number of limit cycles in polynomial systems. For quadratic systems with algebraic invariant curves the following results regarding the number of limit cycles have been proved (for a complete discussion we recommend [6] where an excellent historical overview is presented):
• invariant line: at most on limit cycle (see [8, 9, 11, 20] );
• 2 real invariant lines: no limit cycle (see [26] );
• 2 complex invariant lines: at most on limit cycle (see [26] );
• invariant hyperbola: no limit cycle (see [26] );
• invariant ellipse/circle: at most one limit cycle. The limit cycle in this case is algebraic and is formed by the ellipse/circle (see [26] );
• invariant parabola: at most one limit cycle (see [7] for existence and [27] for uniqueness);
• invariant cubic curve: at most one limit cycle (see [21, 22] ).
Therefore for algebraic curves of degree 3 or lower the limit cycle problem has been solved completely.
In the discussion about limit cycles in families of differential equations with an algebraic invariant curve, an important distinction needs to be made between limit cycles contained in the algebraic curve itself, i.e. algebraic limit cycles, and limit cycles which are not part of this algebraic invariant curve. A large part of the literature is devoted to the investigation of algebraic limit cycles, see [17, 18, 23] . An important result in this area was the proof by [19] that the limit cycle in the well-known van der Pol equation cannot be algebraic.
This paper focusses on the other type, because it is well-known that in a quadratic system with an algebraic cubic invariant curve, a limit cycle cannot be part of the algebraic curve itself, see [3, [13] [14] [15] . In [6] and [25] it was shown that such systems can contain limit cycles which are not part of the cubic invariant curve. Their uniqueness was proved in [21, 22] . However, since these journals are not easily accessible in the west and their proofs are in Chinese, we provide here a complete proof using methods which have some similarity to the Chinese version but still use different transformations and Liénard theorems.
Specifically the aforementioned papers identify two families of quadratic systems with a cubic algebraic curve which contain cases with limit cycles. In [6] it is shown that the remaining families of quadratic systems with a cubic invariant cannot contain limit cycles. The two families of quadratic systems with an invariant cubic curve which we need to investigate are:
where µ ≥ 0 with invariant yx 2 + 2x − 1 = 0. The restriction on µ can be obtained by observing that the system is invariant under the
where φ ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0 with invariant y 2 + x 2 − x 3 = 0. The restriction on φ can be obtained by observing that under the transformations t → −t, y → −y, φ → −φ the system is invariant. The restriction on λ can be obtained by observing that under the transformations y → −y, λ → −λ, µ → −µ the system is invariant.
In these two families of quadratic systems limit cycles may occur.
Remark 3.1. Type I systems have a cubic invariant which is not symmetrical with respect to a line as discussed in this paper. Type II has a symmetrical solution and is therefore of direct relevance to the main conclusions of the paper. For completeness we also provide the proof of uniqueness of the limit cycle for the Type I case.
Quadratic systems with type I cubic algebraic invariant
This case is relatively easy and follows the same proof as for quadratic systems with an invariant parabola in [27] . To start we apply the following transformation to the type I system:
The transformation moves the invariant curve to negative infinity (i.e. z = −∞). We get
This form falls under the structure of a system for which the uniqueness of limit cycles has been proved, see [27, Lemma 2.4].
Lemma 3.2. Let g(x)
where p(x), q(x) are polynomials of degree 2 or less, r(x) ∈ C ∞ , r(x) = 0 on the open interval (r 1 , r 2 ), and let dψ(z) dz > 0. Then system (3.3) has at most one limit cycle in the strip r 1 < x < r 2 which, if it exists, is hyperbolic.
This lemma can be applied to our case to show the uniqueness of limit cycle. Existence of a limit cycle in this family was proved in [6] and [25] . Proof. In our case f (x) ≡ dF(x) dx and g(x) are both quadratic functions, and we can apply the lemma to system (3.3) by taking r(x) = 1. Since µ ≥ 0 the condition dψ(z) dz > 0 is satisfied. Note that for µ = 0 the system cannot have limit cycles because in that case dx(t) dt in (3.1) does not depend on y.
Quadratic systems with type II cubic algebraic invariant
This family is much harder to investigate than the type I family. A similar approach as for type I leads to a system where uniqueness of the limit cyle is hard to prove. The proof is split into two parts. In the first section we derive some properties of the type II family using the original system.
Properties of quadratic systems with type II cubic algebraic invariant
The components of the cubic invariant for the type II system have an interesting structure. There are two components lying in the phase plane. One component is an isolated point at the origin, which is an antisaddle. It will be shown later in this section that this is not the singularity which can be surrounded by a limit cycle. The other component is a symmetrical parabola-like curve y = ±x √ x − 1, x ≥ 1. For future reference we refer to y 2 < x 2 (x − 1), x ≥ 1 as the inside of the cubic invariant. We will show in the next section that limit cycles can only occur in that region. Proof. First we observe that limit cycles cannot cross the line x = 1. This follows from the fact that on the line x = 1 we have dx(t) dt = (µ + λ)y. It follows that any limit cycle crossing the line x = 1 would have to cross it once for y > 0 and once for y < 0. It cannot cross it at y = 0 because a branch of the cubic invariant is already passing through the point x = 1, y = 0. If a limit cycle would cross the line x = 1 for y > 0 it would not be able to cross x = 1 again because it cannot cross the branch of the cubic invariant y = x √ x − 1, x ≥ 1, preventing the solution to return to x = 1. Therefore each periodic orbit (if it exists) will lie in a region x > 1 or x < 1. We will show that the latter cannot occur. Consider the family of type II in the form
with B(x, y) ≡ |y 2 + x 2 − x 3 | − 4 3 . The divergence of this system is 1 6 B(x, y) − 4 3 φ(3x − 4) and its sign is determined by a factor 3x − 4. This implies that periodic orbits of the system have to cross the line x = 4 3 according to Dulac's lemma (see [26] ). It follows that periodic solutions can only lie in the region x > 1.
The singularities of the quadratic system are distributed as follows. At the origin an antisaddle singularity resides which as said is part of the cubic invariant. On the parabolalike component of the cubic invariant y = ±x √ x − 1, x ≥ 1 two real or complex singularities lie, leaving only one other possible singularity outside the cubic invariant (because in a nondegenerate quadratic system at most 4 finite singularities can exist, see [26] ). Its location and nature depend on the three parameters of the family.
Next we determine a necessary condition on the parameters for existence of limit cycles. The singularity at the origin cannot be surrounded by a limit cycle due to Lemma 3.4. A straightforward calculation shows that the other singularity not lying on the algebraic curve has x-coordinate x g ≡ 2λ 3λ+µ . Limit cycles, if they exist, need to surround this singularity. From Lemma 3.4 it follows that x g > 1 is a necessary condition for the existence of limit cycles. In terms of the parameters of the system, we rewrite x g − 1 as
This expression is only positive on the interval −1 < λ µ < − 
Uniqueness of limit cycles in quadratic systems with type II cubic algebraic invariant
Several transformations exist for which the quadratic system (3.2) can be transformed into a Liénard system. It turned out that most transformations we tried did not lead to a form where we could apply a uniqueness theorem for limit cycles, except for the following transformation:
Under this transformation the family of type II transforms into
• the zeroes of K(z) represent the directions of the singularities at infinity of the original system;
• z g corresponds to the z-coordinate of the only singularity in the system which can be surrounded by limit cycles;
• z f corresponds to the z-coordinate of the only zero of the divergence of the transformed system (after an appropriate transformation of the u-variable, as indicated in the next sections).
With these definitions the structure of the system will be easier to understand.
Restrictions on the parameters and functions in the system of differential equations
Before we can apply theorems on Liénard systems, it is useful to investigate the parameters of the system and the functions defining the differential equations closer. This will lead to further necessary conditions for the existence of limit cycles. The restriction on the parameters derived in Lemma 3.5 becomes in the new notation: Lemma 3.6. A necessary condition for the existence of limit cycles in (3.5) is that:
and z g > 0.
Remark 3.7. z g > 0 holds because of the restrictions on the original parameters in (3.2). It follows from the lemma that z f > 0 holds as well. The values defining the interval in the lemma are related to the condition in lemma 3.4:
corresponds to x = 1 while
corresponds to x = +∞.
The function K(z) plays an important role in the differential equation. It has some nice properties which can be used in the study of limit cycles: Lemma 3.8. The function K(z) has two real zeroes z
K for the parameter values where limit cycles can occur in system (3.5).
Proof. For the quadratic function K(z) under the conditions of Lemma 3.6, we have
) < 0, while lim z→∞ K(z)) = +∞.
It is easy to see that the vertical lines z = z
K and z = z
K are lines without contact. Limit cycles cannot cross these lines and therefore we can restrict the investigation of limit cycles to the region z (1)
K . It follows that: Lemma 3.9. A necessary condition for the existence of limit cycles in (3.5) is that z
K and in this region K(z) < 0.
A simple calculation show that the singularity at z = z g is an antisaddle only if u 2 > 1. However, it follows from the previous lemmas and the fact that z f > 0, z g > 0 that dz(t) dt < 0 if u < −1, i.e. no antisaddle can occur. Therefore the restriction u 2 > 1 can be simplified to: Lemma 3.10. Limit cycles can only lie in the region u > 1.
Corollary 3.11. This implies that limit cycles in the original quadratic system (3.2) can only lie in the region inside the parabola-like component of the cubic invariant, i.e. y 2 < x 2 (x − 1), x > 1.
Next we will show that for 1−e 2ū to (3.5), we get
with
where z * ≡ 2z f − z g and
The function F(z) has two real zeroes z = z g and z = z * with the property that if z f > z g then z * > z g . The following property for the function K(z) holds true.
Lemma 3.12. For the real zeros of K(z), i.e. z
K and z
K we have z
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.9 and the observation that
We define:
The zero of f (z), i.e. z f corresponds to a zero of the divergence of the system but also corresponds to a local minimum of the function K(z). This implies the following. 
satisfies the following conditions:
3. h(ū) is continuous and increasing and (ū − u g )h(ū) > 0,ū = u g ;
4. the system of equations
has at most one solution d < z 1 < z * < z f , z g < z 2 < d, where F(z * ) = 0;
5.
is nondecreasing in d < z 1 < z * .
Then the system has at most one limit cycle, which is hyperbolic if it exists.
In words the theorem proves uniqueness of limit cycles if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. There is a unique singularity at z g around which the limit cycle can reside on some interval z − < z g < z + .
2. There is a unique zero z f of the divergence function f (z) which lies to the left of the singularity, z f < z g .
3.
The function h(ū) is monotonically increasing and changes sign at u g .
The function
is monotonic on the interval z − < z < z * < z f 5. The system of equations
has a unique non-trivial solution.
We have adapted the statement of the theorem in [28] to exclude an additional condition which applies to the case of a weak focus. Since it already follows from the previous section on non-existence of limit cycles that in the case of z f = z g no limit cycles occur, we do not have to take it into consideration here. With this theorem we can prove the main result on limit cycles for families of type II. Proof. In order to apply Theorem 3.20 to our situation, first we need to switch the relative position of z f and z g . The following transformation leaves system (3.7) in Liénard form: z → 2z g − z andū → 2u g −ū, with new functions F(z), g(z) and ψ(ū) satisfying the first 3 conditions of Theorem 3.20. The last two conditions are satisfied because of Lemmas 3.15 and 3.18.
Combining this with Theorem 3.3 for type I, we have proved the following result.
Theorem 3.22. Any quadratic system with a cubic algebraic invariant has at most one limit cycle, which is hyperbolic if it exists.
Since it is known that quadratic systems with an algebraic invariant of degree at most 2 have at most one limit cycle -see the above references -the next theorem follows.
Theorem 3.23. Any quadratic system with a symmetrical solution has at most one limit cycle, which is hyperbolic if it exists.
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